INTERLUDE — II
is what is meant by the patient New Yorker's saying that a
god has no honour in his own country . . . until he is
cast down and persecuted.
§
And what particularly endears the legend of St. Martha and
the gipsies to me is that, in that, the sea makes, as it were, a
contact with the Great Route that went along its shores.
For half a million years civilization progressed over land
ways, bearing its beautiful goods on pack-beasts and then,
as the Route was smoothed out, on sleds. I like to think of
the gorgeously robed heralds of the dawn arriving with
their sled- and pack-trains at, say, Diana Marino or Alassio.
. . . They would just lately, say a week before, have left
the great tabu-ground of Genoa. They progressed slowly. A
petition is addressed to them by the inhabitants of those
fishing villages. They beg to be granted a tabu-ground of
their own. Genoa is a long way for them to have to go in
their dug-out boats if they wish to have any additions to
their fish and oil diet and their goatskin clothes.
The great caravan sweeps majestically forward; on a
front of two hundred yards it takes somewhat over a day to
pass a given spot. Some sledges from the front rank fall out
on an empty open spot flattened out by the natives. The
sledges are unloaded. This is a poor spot; the inhabitants
have little to offer but fish, fresh and dried, goat's flesh,
fresh and dried, a little amber, a great mound of sea-salt,
agate, some sharks' teeth, and a number of servants of both
sexes for hire. These young men and women are ready to
go on the long journey to the Scillies for what they can learn
on the way. They will also be useful to the caravan in making
rafts and dug-out boats for the crossing of the narrow seas.
They lay what they have along a white line diagonally
intersecting the tabu-ground. The prince and the elders
of the village have already set up on posts at each end of the
line the tabu symbols—ideographs representing open hands.
The villagers depart to the ends of the open ground. The
Merchants in their silks advance and inspect what the
villagers have had to offer; their servants who have been

